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[57] ABSTRACT 
[This invention relates to electric warming of towels. 
with] An electric warmer of towel: has I vertical member 
providing support to a series of spaced parallel horizon 
tal members which receive. store end warm the towels. 
The heating element. being a line type heater. is en 
closed within the vertica1 support member and is con 
nected to my appropriate standnrd A.C. power source. 

4 Claims. 12 Drawing Flgures 
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TOWEL WARMER AND HOLDER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I: ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

This is an applicarrbn for Reisrue of US. Pat. No. 
4.559.442. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to warming of towels which 
provide the user a soothing and warming experience 
when leaving the shower. Various forms of this device 
have been made with the majority being heated by light 
bulbs; see US Pat. No. 3,849,629 by electric plates; see 
US. Pat. No. 3,457,389 or by vertical heating elements; 
see U.S. Pat. No. 4,117,309. The intent ofall of these 
units were for use in motels or hotels to provide a de~ 
sired and needed service to attract customers for these 
businesses. Such intent is most desirable but has not 
been achieved for various reasons. The present inven 
tion is designed with these intentions in mind and incor 
porates several features to overcome de?ciencies of 
prior versions to achieve the aim of being commercially 
acceptable. 
One object of the present invention is to provide a 

simple electrically heated towel warmer to be installed 
or to replace existing towel holders used in motels and 
hotels. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an 
alternative heater for towels designed to hold towels 
and to be used primarily in new construction and be 
recessed into the bathroom wall. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a unit 

which is simple to operate with no elaborate control 
system to control the heat applied to the towels. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an 
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alternative version for use in the home so the same 40 
comforts obtained from the commercial units are avail 
able in the home. 
These and other objects. features and advantages of 

this invention will become more easily understood by 
reference to the drawings and detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective side view of an electrically 
heated holder for towels. 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an electrically heated 

holder for towels. 
FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view of the electrically 

heated holder taken substantially along line 3-3 FIG. 
2. 

FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view taken substantially 
along line 4-4 FIG. 2. 

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of the heater element 
insert in the vertical member. 
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an alternative design 

of the invention. 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view with portions missing to 

show another alternative design of the invention. 
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an alternative installa 

tion of the invention. 
FIG. 9 is a cross sectional view taken substantially 

along line 9-9 of FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 is a cross sectional view taken substantially 

along line 10-10 FIG. 8. 
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FIG. 11 is a perspective view of an alternative design 

of the invention for use in a home. 
FIG. 12 is a cross sectional view taken substantially 

along line 12-12 FIG. 11. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings, this improved towel 
warmer and holder is shown in FIG. 1 and is designed 
to be mounted on the wall in the bathroom area of a 
motel or hotel facility by common wood screws (12) of 
suf?cient length and strength to support the vertical 
support member (11); attached to this member by weld 
ing means is a vertical tube (15) containing a heating 
element (22 in FIG. 2), ail'uted to the vertical support 
tube (15) are a series of horizontal spaced apart plates 
(13) and (16); plates (13) are of a size to accommodate 
wash cloths and by means of separation in the vertical 
support member (15) are not heated; plates (16) are of a 
size sufficient to accommodate bath towels (not shown) 
when folded in the customary manner. A resistance line 
heater wire (22) FIG. 2, when connected to a standard 
110 a.c. volt outlet heats the vertical support tube (15) 
which transmits the heat by conduction to the horizon 
tal plat: (16) thereby warming the towels. The vertical 
support tube (15) and horizontal plates (16) are made of 
a highly conductive material such as aluminum. The 
vertical support tube (15) is insulated by insulation bar 
riers (14) from the vertical support member (11) thereby 
preventing heat transfer to the wall of the bathroom. A 
soft plug (20) in FIG. 4, is used to seal the bottom of the 
vertical support tube (15) to prevent heat from escap 
ing. Line heater wires (22) exit the support tube (15) 
thru holes (21) in the so? plug (20) and have sufficient 
length to be connected to a common electrical outlet as 
previously described. Under normal operating condi 
tions the heat generated by the line heater (22) and 
transmitted to the horizontal plates (16) is sufficient to 
warm towels to a comfortable degree yet not present a 
danger to the user by touching the plates (16). 
FIGS. 6 and 7 present alternative designs of the same 

basic concept except that horizontal circular tubes (31) 
in FIG. 6 and rectangular shaped tubes (41) in FIG. 7 
are filled with a liquid which is warmed by a resistance 
line heater (as in the preferred embodiment) which 
beats a vertical support tube (15) which in turn heats. by 
conduction means. the liquid contained in the horizon 
tal tubes (31) and (41) respectfully. 
Thus far the preferred embodiment, FIG. 1. of the 

device and the alternative versions. FIGS. 6 and 7 have 
been designed to be mounted on the interior wall of a 
bathroom as replacements of the standard towel holders 
now used in motels and hotels. FIGS. 8. 9. and 10 pro~ 
vide for an alternative installation of the invention for 
use primarily in new construction. '?iese views portray 
the device installed by recessing it into the bathroom 
wall. Standard studding (55) FIG. 10 is shown with a 
recmaed opening (50) being shaped to accommodate the 
device. The device is mounted to the rear wall (56) by 
the same method described previously. In this version 
flaps (27) are mounted on the exterior of the plates (13) 
and (16) to provide a smooth and decorative appearance 
in the room. Each opening for towels has an individual 
flap. 
A home version of the device is shown in FIGS. 11 

and 12. In this version two vertically mounted sheets oi‘ 
aluminum (61) contain a shaped tube (67) which in turn 
contains a line resistance heater wire (65). The heater 
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wire (65), when connected to a standard 110 volt ac. 
outlet, common to all households, heats the shaped tube 
(67) which heats. by conduction. the sheets (61) in turn 
heating the towel which is draped over the sheets. Sup 
port chains (63) removably a?'ut the device to a stan 
dard home towel rack (69). 

in describing the preferred embodiment. certain 
terms and speci?cations have been used; these are used 
in a generic sense and not for purposes of limitation. 
Having thus fully described the preferred embodi 

ment of the invention and the alternative designs of the 
same: 

That which is claimed is: 
l. A device for warming and holding towels compris~ 

ing in combination: 
a single. solid vertical support means, attached 

thereto, by bonding means, a single hollow vertical 
support means; 

attached to the hollow vertical support means, by 
bonding means. a plurality of horizontal. spaced 
apart holding means; 

contained within the hollow vertical support means, a 
heating means for the purpose of heating the hol 
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low vertical support means and the plurality of :5 
horizontal spaced apart holding means; 

the horizontal holding means are spaced apart a sum 
cient vertical distance to receive and store a folded 
towel; 

attached to each horizontal holding means is a flap. of )0 
sufficient size to reach the next lower horizontal 
holding meana 
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2. A rack assembly for simultaneously holding and 

warming a plurality of towels. said assembly comprising: 
(a) a heater support member at the rear of the rack 

assembly that is vertically aligned and is formed from 
a material having a high coefficient of thermal con 
ductt‘vity: 

(b) at least two vertically spaced apart plates formed 
from a material having a high coe?lct'ent of thermal 
conductivity and attached to said heater support mem~ 
bar to extend outwardly therefrom for forming an 
open front pocket lnto which a towel may be positioned 
for being heated by sud'ace-to-sud'ace contact with 
said plates‘ 

(c) means for attaching said plates to said support mem 
her as to permit thermal conductivity therebemen: 
and 

(d) an electrical heating means mounted in fxed post' 
tion adjacent said heater support member along sub 
standally all of the vertical height of said support 
member for conductive heating ofsat'd support mem 
ber and said plates attached thereto 

3. A rack assembly as recited in claim 2. wherein said 
assembly ?mher comprises: 

(a) a thermal insulating barrier having one side attached 
to said heater support member and an opposite side: 
and 

(b) a rear support member attached to the opposite side 
of sold Insulating barrier. 

4. A rack assembly as recited in clalm 2. wheret'n said 
rack assembly ls adapted for Installation In a recessed 
portion o/a wall of a room. 
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